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Former Mayor Rudi Giulani had Advanced
Knowledge that WTC Building Seven was going to
Collapse
WNBC catches Giuliani getting 'tripped up' by 9/11 activist

By David Edwards and Muriel Kane
Global Research, June 02, 2007
The Raw Story 2 June 2007

Theme: Terrorism

On Tuesday [May 26, 2007], members of a 911 truth activist group confronted former Mayor
Rudy Giuliani at a New York fundraiser about the fall of the World Trade Center.

“How come people in the buildings weren’t notified?” asked one member of the group. “And
how can you sleep at night?”

Giuliani’s politely-phrased response, caught by WNBC newscameras filming the event, was

“I didn’t know that the towers were going to collapse.”

That response contradicts remarks the former New York City mayor made about being
warned  about  the  collapse  during  a  phone  interview  with  onetime  ABC  anchor  Peter
Jennings on September 11, 2001, as shown in a transcript WNBC obtained from the Giuliani
2008 campaign. Giuliani told Jennings,

 “I–I went down to the scene and we set up headquarters at 75 Barkley Street, which was
right  there  with  the  police  commissioner,  the  fire  commissioner,  the  head  of  emergency
management, and we were operating out of there when we were told that the World Trade
Center was going to collapse. And it did collapse before we could actually get out of the
building, so we were trapped in the building for 10, 15 minutes, and finally found an exit and
got out, walked north, and took a lot of people with us.”
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